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Power series is an infinite series of the form 

where an represents the coefficient of the nth term, c is a 

constant, and x varies around c (for this reason one sometimes 

speaks of the series as being centered at c). This series usually 

arises as the Taylor series of some known function.  

In many situations c is equal to zero, for instance when 

considering a Maclaurin series. In such cases, the power series 

takes the simpler form  

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Taylor_series
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_%28mathematics%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maclaurin_series


Compare taylor series and power series 

Taylor series 

Power series 



or around the center c = 1 as   

Negative powers are not permitted in a power series, for 

instance   

                 is not considered a power series  

Any polynomial can be easily expressed as a power series 

around any center c e polynomial  f(x) =      + 2x + 3 can be 

written as a power series around the center c = 0 as  

or around the center c = 1 as   

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polynomial


Radius of convergence:- 

•A power series will converge for some values of the 

variable x and may diverge for others.  

•All power series will converge at x = c. If c is not the 

only convergent point, then there is always a number r 

with 0 < r ≤ ∞ such that the series converges 

whenever |x − c| < r and diverges whenever |x − c| > r.  

•The number r is called the radius of convergence of 

the power series. 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Radius_of_convergence


or If this limit exist. If this limit exist. If this limit exist. 

 In general radius of convergence is given as,  

If this limit exist. 

The series converges absolutely for |x − c| < r  

and converges uniformly on every compact subset of 

 {x : |x − c| < r  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Absolute_convergence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_convergence
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Compact_space
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subset


Find the interval of convergence 

Using.. 

We get.. 
and 

Here we get R=1,(-1,1) 

For x=1, it will become harmonic series which is  

divergent, 

For x=-1, it will become alternative harmonic series  

which is convergent 

Therefore interval of convergence is [-1,1). 



Find radius of convergence and interval of convergence.. 

Here we will apply.. 

So, since L=0(<1) regardless of the value of x this power series 

will converge for every x. 

In these cases we say that the radius of convergence is 

R=ininity     and interval of convergence is all the real numbers.. 



Addition and subtraction 

 

 

Multiplication and division 

 


